WARNING
Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360 Instruction Manual and any
peripheral manuals for important safety and health information. Keep all
manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see www.xbox.com/
support or call Xbox Customer Support (see inside of back cover).
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A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed
to certain visual images, including ﬂashing lights or patterns that may appear
in video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy
may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive
epileptic seizures” while watching video games.
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These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness,
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs,
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may
also cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from
falling down or striking nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of
these symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the
above symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to
experience these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may
be reduced by taking the following precautions:
• Sit farther from the television screen.
• Use a smaller television screen.
• Play in a well-lit room.
• Do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult
a doctor before playing
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Game Controls

Xbox Live®
Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on Xbox Live.
Build your proﬁle (your gamer card). Chat with your friends.
Download content at Xbox Live Marketplace. Send and receive
voice and video messages. Get connected and join the revolution.
Right Bumper
Appeal

Left Bumper
Tag Change

Button
Punch

(Tag battle only)

Button
Free
(Hold and Guard)

Button
Kick
Button
Throw

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox Live, connect your Xbox console to a
high-speed Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox
Live member. For more information about connecting, and to
determine whether Xbox Live is available in your region, go to
www.xbox.com/live.
FAMILY SETTINGS
These easy and ﬂexible tools enable parents and caregivers to
decide which games young game players can access based on
the content rating. For more information, go to www.xbox.com/
familysettings.

Directional Pad
Controlling characters

Xbox Guide Button
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Starting the Game
Press the START button on the Title screen
to display the Game Mode Select screen.
Use the directional pad LEFT/RIGHT to
select a mode and press the A button to
conﬁrm.

Sparring Mode
You can set the computer’s behavior patterns and practice your moves in this training
mode.

Watch Mode
Watch a computer vs. computer battle. The computer opponents continue to ﬁght it out
until you exit the mode.

Story Mode
Follow your chosen character and aim to complete their story. Your character must
battle in a tournament against the computer and beat all the enemies to clear the
game and reach the ending story.

Time Attack Mode
Battle against the computer to clear the game with the best time. A single match
consists of eight ﬁghts and a tag match ﬁve ﬁghts. A results screen is displayed when
the game is cleared.

User Mode
View detailed data on your performance such as win ration and number of battles won.

Battle Viewer
Playback saved replays.

Versus Mode
You choose your opponent and the stage in this mode. You can ﬁght against other
players or the computer.

Rankings
View rankings from Time Attack mode and Survival mode.

Survival Mode
Fight against computer opponents until your health runs out. After each round, your
health recovers by a set amount. You receive points depending on your clear time and
number of items obtained. Aim for the highest score before the game is over!

Team Battle Mode
Form a tag team of up to seven characters and ﬁght against other teams. You can ﬁght
against other players or the computer.
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Settings
Change various game settings.

DOA Online
Connect to Xbox Live® and take part in network battles against players from across
the globe! For details, see page 12, “DOA Online”.
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Basic Controls

Battle Screen
Health gage:

Time:

Shows your current health. Health
decreases if attacked by an opponent
and when it reaches zero the game is
over.

Shows time remaining. When the time
reaches zero the ﬁght is over and the
player with the most health remaining
wins.

This section explains the basic controls used for all characters.
The controls below assume that the character is facing toward the right.
Button Symbols
f = X button, p = Y button and k = B button (default settings).
E= tap directional pad e= press directional pad

Character Movements

Free Step (background)

Forward dash
Jump forward

Free Step (far foreground)

Stand guard

Move forward

Crouching guard

Move forward crouching

Run
Backward dash
Crouching dash

Free Step (foreground)

Set count:
Shows number of sets required for
victory. A light is lit for each set won and
the player who illuminates all their lights
ﬁrst wins the battle.

Guarding
Attacks can be made high, in the middle, or low. You can parry high and middle attacks
with standing guards, and low attacks with crouching guards. You can also guard
against high attacks by crouching and low attacks by jumping.
Standing guard

Crouching guard

a or f

*In Tag battles, four health gauges are
shown; one for each character.
The gauge of the character currently
ﬁghting is always displayed in front.
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i or hf

Strikes

Holds

You can perform various attacks by combining these buttons with the directional pad.
Punch

Kick

p

k

Enter a hold command with the right timing and you can fend off your opponent’s
attacks or launch a counterattack. Beware – you must match the type of hold to the
type of attack.
(Against a high attack)

High hold

(Against a middle punch)

Middle punch hold

Bf
(Against a middle kick)

Middle kick hold

Attack Types
High attack
Middle attack
Low attack
Super high attack

Af
(Against a low attack)

Low hold

Ef

If

Down Attacks

Hits standing opponents
Hits both standing and crouching opponents
Hits both standing and crouching opponents
Hits standing opponents, no guarding possible

When a character is knocked down, you can execute a follow-up attack.
Down attack

Cf+p+k

Throws
Press f +p when your opponent is close by to throw them.
Use the directional button together with f +p to execute more powerful throws.
Ordinary throw

Low throw

f+p

Hf+p

Getting up
Use the directional pad to get up after being knocked down. You can execute a kick
attack as you get up. Some characters also have special attacking moves that can be
used as they get up.

Evade Throws
Ordinary throws can be evaded by pressing f+ p the instant you’re thrown. Some
opponents will attack with a series of throws – press f+ p with the right timing after
the ﬁrst throw and you’ll be able to evade the next one.
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Get up in the same spot

p

Roll to the side and get up

Cp or Hp

Get up facing forward

Ep

Get up facing backward

Ap

Rising high kick

Ck

Rising middle kick

k

Rising low kick

Hk
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Tag Battle Controls
Form a tag team of two characters and ﬁght a two-on-two tag battle.
Up to four players can take part in a tag battle.

Tag Change
Press f + p + k to switch a character in battle with their tag partner. The health of
the character not in battle will recover gradually. Use f + p + k together with the
directional pad to switch characters while unleashing a strike or down attack.
Tag Change

f+p+k

Attack Change

Ef+p+k or Af+p+k

Down Attack Change

Basic Battle Know-How
Bounce Combo
After knocking your opponent to the ground with a strike attack, you can execute a
bounce combo. You can perform further attacks on an opponent when they are on the
ﬂoor and bounce.

Attack Opponents While They’re Down
You can use low attacks and some middle attacks on opponents while they are down.

Hf+p+k

Watch The Trafﬁc

Tag Combos

Watch out for vehicles and animals in the
stages, as they will cause damage if you hit
them. Use a hold with the right timing and you
can avoid being hit by an oncoming vehicle.

When your opponent is ﬂoating or in a critical state you can perform a quick tag
change. Use this technique effectively to execute powerful combos!

Jumping Over Obstacles
Tag Throws
Press f +p when your opponent is close by to perform a tag throw. The tag throws
available depend on the combination of characters in the tag team. Some character
combinations have special tag throws.
Tag throw

When your opponent is on the other side of an obstacle, you can jump it using EE or
Ee (when facing to the right). Press p or k to perform a ﬂying attack.

f+p
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DOA Online
Online Game Modes

Avatar

The following six modes are available in DOA online battles.
Survival and Team Battle modes feature single match battles only, while all other
modes feature both single and tag match battles.

Winner-Stays

2-16

players

Two players ﬁght at a time. The winning player becomes champion and stays on for
the next ﬁght.

Tournament

2-16

players

Fight in a tournament. The winning player is awarded bonus points based on the
number of opponents they have defeated.

Team Battle

2-16

players

Players split into two teams and ﬁght a team battle. Defeat all the players in the
opposing team to win the battle.

Survival

3-16

players

The champion takes on all the other players and aims to defeat the most opponents.
Collecting items increases health.

Loser-Stays

2-16

The character you control in DOA Online is called an Avatar. You can
customize your Avatar’s head and body parts to make your own unique
character.

players

The opposite of the Knockout Tournament, in this mode the losing player stays for the
next ﬁght.

Lobby
This is where the characters participating in
the session gather. If you create and host a
session, you can use your own Lobby.
You can change the furniture in your Lobby
in Customize mode.

You can take part in voice or text-based chat using a keyboard while in the Lobby
Press the X button to display the on-screen keyboard and enter text. You can also use
a conventional USB keyboard.

USB Keyboard Controls
[Enter]

Send

[Esc]

Cancel input

[Space]

Insert space

[< >]

Move cursor

[Back Space] Delete previous character (to left of cursor)
[Delete]

Delete

[Caps Lock]

Toggle between upper/lower case

players

[F4]

Change style of speech balloons

Regardless of whether they win or lose the ﬁght, the champion stays to ﬁght the next
opponent.

[F5]

Change font size

Kumite

2-16
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Zack’s Shop
Zack’s Shop sells parts for your Avatar,
furniture for your Lobby and costumes for
your character. To purchase these items you
will need Zack(Z).

INTRODUCTION
Soon after the death of its founder, Fame Douglas, the ultranational
organization DOATEC descended into a state of corrupt decay.
However, it has now received a beautiful successor to its leadership:
Helena, the child that Fame Douglas left behind.
After losing both her father and her beloved mother to the darkness of
conspiracy, Helena has chosen to place herself in the middle of the maelstrom
in order to put an end to the chain of tragedy once and for all.

Grades & Ratings
Grades are set by DOATEC (DOA Tournament Executive Committee)
and are the ofﬁcial ranks assigned to DOA players. The highest
grade is SS and the lowest is F-. First-time players start with a grade of C. You can
tell an opponent’s strength from their grade – use this information to ﬁnd a suitable
opponent when creating or searching a session. Grades are decided according to
Grade Points (GP), which increase when you win a battle and decrease when you lose.
The number of GP available depends on the strength of your opponent - beat a strong
opponent and you receive more GP. Bonuses are awarded if you win several battles in
succession or win battles in certain modes. Be careful – if you abandon a battle
mid-way or your connection is lost you will incur a heavy penalty.
Grade

Meanwhile, the man who holds the true power at DOATEC, Prof. Victor Donovan,
has once again locked himself in the Bio Lab Core deep within the dank,
dark bowels of the gigantic Tritower as he continues to covet his dream of creating
the perfect human weapon. Its code name is Alpha-152, and it is the result of the
ultimate evolution of hyper-cloning technology, birthed from a DNA sample of the
Mugen Tenshin Ninja Kasumi.
On the other side of the world, the Mugen Tenshin Clan has gathered,
a family of Ninjas that have suffered innumerable pain at the hands of DOATEC.
The young leader of the clan, Hayate, his heart burning with the desire for revenge,

Your rating is calculated from your win ratio and number of battles
Rating
won. However, you can’t increase your rating just by increasing
your win ratio – you must take part in more battles. As with grades, you incur a heavy
penalty if you abandon a battle mid-way or if your connection is lost. The strongest
players are those with both a high grade and a high rating.
* To ensure fair competition, DOA Online grades, ratings and other ranks may be reset
without notice. Thank you for your cooperation.
Zack(Z)

Zack(Z) are awarded when you win a battle and are used to buy
items from Zack’s Shop.

has brought together the most powerful group of Ninjas known to man and given
them one simple order:
“DOATEC must be destroyed!”
Now, as the 4th Dead or Alive Martial Arts tournament is in progress, the ﬁrst
fetal rumblings of movement from Alpha-152 can be felt coursing through the
magniﬁcence of the Tritower complex.
It is at this moment that these two great opposing powers, intertwined by fate,
are destined to collide in a cataclysmic inferno of ﬁre and smoke.
This is the ﬁnal battle, the one that will settle everything...
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KASUMI

A Kunoichi’s Destiny

Kasumi chose to abdicate her
position as leader of the Mugen
Tenshin clan and become an
outcast, overcoming a vast number
of trials to survive. If only it were
possible for her to live in peace with
her brother, Hayate, the current clan
leader... However, storm clouds are
already brewing, and the next epic
battle of Kasumi’s life is about to be
set in motion. Alpha-152... Kasumi
still has no idea of the nightmare
about to be unleashed on the world
by her own clone.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Mugen Tenshin Clan
Ninjutsu Tenjin Mon Sect
Nationality: Japanese
Gender: Female
Birthday: February 23rd
Age: N/A
Blood Type: A
Height/Weight: 158cm • 48kg • 5’2” • 106 lbs
Body Size: B89 W54 H85cm • B35” W21” H33”

RYU HAYABUSA
The Singular Super-Ninja

It is not known who ﬁrst uttered
the phrase, but people have come
to know Ryu as “Super Ninja.” He
is the lone surviving Ninja of the
Hayabusa clan, a lineage that traces
its roots back to ancient times.
Tales of his extraordinary exploits
and incredible ability are well
known. Now, having heard reports
of his dear friend Hayate’s rise to
arms, Hayabusa lends his sword to
the destruction of DOATEC!

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Hayabusa Clan Ninjutsu
Nationality: Japanese
Gender: Male
Birthday: June 15th
Age: 23
Blood Type: A
Height/Weight: 179cm • 78kg • 5’10” • 172 lbs
Body Size: B105 W83 H92cm • B41” W33” H36”
Occupation: Antique Shop Owner

Occupation: Exiled Ninja

Favorite Foods: Sushi

Favorite Foods: Strawberry Millefeuille

Hobbies: Mountain Climbing, Fishing

Hobbies: Fortune Telling
16
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KOKORO

The Ba Ji Dancer

“It’s not that I don’t like training to
be a geisha. It’s just that there’s
something that I enjoy much more
than any of my lessons. I really
put my heart and soul into my
Ba Ji Quan, and that’s what I’m
truly conﬁdent in. I want to test
myself. I want to enter the DOA
Tournament!”

PROFILE

And so, despite the worries of her
mother Miyako, who knows all
there is to know about the criminal
underground, Kokoro takes her ﬁrst
steps on the path to bloodshed.

Height/Weight: 158cm • 49kg • 5’2” • 108 lbs

Fighting Style: Ba Ji Quan
Nationality: Japanese
Gender: Female
Birthday: December 1st
Age: N/A
Blood Type: A
Body Size: B90 W55 H87cm • B35” W22” H34”
Occupation: Apprentice Geisha
Favorite Foods: Japanese Fruit Cocktail, Sweet
Red-Bean Soup
Hobbies: Piano
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HITOMI

The Fist of Innocence

A sudden illness has befallen
Hitomi’s father, a karate practitioner
and prominent member of the
German martial arts community.
Although his life was spared,
the family’s training hall is in
ﬁnancial trouble! Hitomi’s days
are so busy now... but one of her
greatest strengths is not letting the
seriousness of the situation faze
her.
“I’ll just have to rebuild the dojo!
But I’ll need somebody’s help. Only
one person comes to mind: Ein.
I wonder where he is and what he’s
doing...”

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Karate
Nationality: German
Gender: Female
Birthday: May 25th
Age: 18
Blood Type: O
Height/Weight: 160cm • 49kg • 5’3” • 108 lbs
Body Size: B90 W58 H85cm • B35” W23” H33”
Occupation: High School Student
Favorite Foods: Sachertorte
Hobbies: Cooking
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BRAD WONG
The Drunken Master

Brad’s journey to ﬁnd the illusive
liquor “Genra” came to an end, but
not in the form of a drink, but as
a confrontation with a monster. He
followed his Master’s wishes and
searched for three years. Three
years is such a long time, and to
have it turn out to be for nothing!
Now, with nothing to lose, Brad
continues to wander. If he roams
enough, certainly he will run into
someone to ﬁght...

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Zui Ba Xian Quan
Nationality: Chinese
Gender: Male
Birthday: September 10
Age: 30
Blood Type: O
Height/Weight: 182cm • 76kg • 6’0” • 168 lbs

ELIOT

The Immovable Apprentice

Eliot is the only apprentice of the
legendary “Immovable Fist,” Gen
Fu, but he has doubts. Why would
Master Gen Fu, who had never
taken an apprentice before, choose
him as his successor? Eliot seeks
the answer in the form of the DOA
tournament. If he cannot win the
tournament, he has no right to
carry on Gen Fu’s legacy.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Xing Yi Quan
Nationality: British
Gender: Male
Birthday: November 22nd
Age: N/A
Blood Type: AB
Height/Weight: 168cm • 55kg • 5’6” • 121 lbs

Body Size: B115 W80 H91cm • B45” W31” H36”

Body Size: B87 W65 H85cm • B34” W26” H33”

Occupation: Unemployed

Occupation: High School Student

Favorite Foods: Drinking

Favorite Foods: Tea (Particularly Herbal Tea and
Oolong Tea)

Hobbies: Game of Go, Chinese Fiddle

Hobbies: Harmonica
20
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BASS

King of the Ring

Pro wrestling is the kind of thing
that you can stake your entire
life on and still not completely
master... that is what he taught his
daughter.

PROFILE

“Yeah, but look at Tina now... ﬁrst
its modeling, then acting; what’s
with all this ﬂashy crap! I’ll have
to take her on again in the DOA
tournament and teach her once and
for all the true worth of wrestling!”

Birthday: July 4th

However, Bass had no idea that his
precious Tina had already set her
sights on a new conquest...

ZACK

The Crazy Climber
PROFILE

Occupation: Pro Wrestler

The infamous Zack Island, a
tropical casino resort, has sunk
to the bottom of the ocean. Now
all that remains is a mountain of
debt, one hundred times the size
of the original investment. Even
the normally aloof Zack will have
a hard time recovering from this
blow... or so everyone thought.
Zack’s sights are already set on
his next conquest: the DOATEC
Tritower, three enormous pillars
stretching up to the sky...

Favorite Foods: Sautéed Chicken

“I gotta climb this thing!”

Favorite Foods: Ice Cream

Fighting Style: Pro Wrestling
Nationality: American
Gender: Male
Age: 46
Blood Type: O
Height/Weight: 196cm • 157kg • 6’5” • 346 lbs
Body Size: B143 W135 H136cm • B56” W53” H54”

Hobbies: Motorcycle Trips, Training Tina
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Fighting Style: Muay Thai (Self-Taught)
Nationality: American
Gender: Male
Birthday: April 3rd
Age: 25
Blood Type: O
Height/Weight: 180cm • 78kg • 5’11” • 172 lbs
Body Size: B106 W84 H95cm • B42” W33” H37”
Occupation: DJ
Hobbies: Billiards
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JANN LEE

A Scorching Soul

There is one thing that Jann Lee
knows: a show-down between
two truly powerful men is like an
inferno! The heat that burns the
soul and the scorching that says
you are truly alive; these all come
from the power of the ﬁst. What
Jann Lee is really searching for is
the elation, the heat, which comes
from trading blows with one who
is truly powerful. The Dead or Alive
martial arts tournament... This
is the only reason that Jann Lee
attempts to breach the strongholds
of the victorious.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Jeet Kune Do
Nationality: Chinese
Gender: Male
Birthday: November 27th
Age: 20
Blood Type: AB
Height/Weight: 177cm • 75kg • 5’10” • 165 lbs
Body Size: B99 W80 H92cm • B39” W31” H36”
Occupation: Bouncer
Favorite Foods: Hamburgers, Grapefruit
Hobbies: Watching Action Movies
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LEIFANG

Tai Ji Quan Genius

It starts with a 6-year old memory,
always accompanied by battle
cries that sound like they come
from a strange bird. The gleaming
blade rushes towards her as she
feels it may be too late. Then, in
an instant, the young man with the
embroidered dragon leaps on the
scene. He massacres the hoodlums
with a single blow, accompanied by
a piercing yell.
Since then, she has committed
herself to reaching the highest
plateau of ability, all so that she
may exist in the same world as that
young man. She must defeat him!

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Tai Ji Quan
Nationality: Chinese
Gender: Female
Birthday: April 23rd
Age: 19
Blood Type: B
Height/Weight: 163cm • 50kg • 5’4” • 110 lbs
Body Size: B87 W55 H86cm • B34” W22” H34”
Occupation: College Student
Favorite Foods: Sweet Tofu Dessert
Hobbies: Aromatherapy
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TINA

The Superstar

It may have been because of
her father Bass’ special training,
or simply her natural talent, but
either way Tina has become a
well-established superstar in the
world of women’s pro wrestling.
She has also been amazingly
successful at everything else she
has done, both as a model and as
an actress, always following her
motto “success breeds success.”
Now, she has her sights set on a
new dream...

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Pro Wrestling
Nationality: American
Gender: Female
Birthday: December 6th
Age: 22
Blood Type: O
Height/Weight: 174cm • 56kg • 5’9” • 123 lbs
Body Size: B95 W60 H89cm • B37” W24” H35”

LA MARIPOSA
Supernova

A masked wrestler who hides
her true identity underneath her
ﬂamboyant costume, La Mariposa
rose like a comet to the peak of
stardom only a short while after her
debut. She has never lost a match,
and like many other masked
wrestlers, her past remains a
mystery. It seems that she has
special expectations for her entry
in DOA.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Lucha Libre
Nationality: American
Gender: Female
Birthday: Unknown
Age: Unknown
Blood Type: Unknown
Height/Weight: 175cm • 53kg • 5’9” • 117 lbs
Body Size: B92 W56 H86cm • B36” W22” H34”

Occupation: Pro Wrestler

Occupation: Luchadora

Favorite Foods: Seafood

Favorite Foods: Apple Pie

Hobbies: Fighting Games, Cycling

Hobbies: Scuba Diving
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BAYMAN

The Assassin of Steel

He is Bayman, the man personally
responsible for Fame Douglas’
assassination. However, Donovan’s
payment for the deed came
delivered in the form of a killer,
hired to shut him up. Such a
misguided client must not be
allowed to live. Now, the vengeful
Bayman is inﬁltrating the Tritower,
DOATEC’s base of operations, and
he won’t be leaving until he has
Donovan’s head!

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Commando Sambo
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Birthday: October 10
Age: 31
Blood Type: B
Height/Weight: 188cm • 105kg • 6’2” • 231 lbs
Body Size: B120 W92 H95cm • B47” W36” H37”

CHRISTIE

Blood-Soaked Hands

She has served at Helena’s side,
a poisonous needle slipped in
by Donovan. Christie views this
elegant woman, so completely
opposite from herself, with feelings
that she cannot quite understand.
What is this ﬁxation? She won’t
allow anyone else to harm that
frail body... No, that is a privilege
reserved only for her blood-soaked
snake-hands.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: She Quan
Nationality: British
Gender: Female
Birthday: December 18th
Age: 24
Blood Type: B
Height/Weight: 177cm • 57kg • 5’10” • 126 lbs
Body Size: B93 W59 H88cm • B37” W23” H35”

Occupation: Assassin

Occupation: Assassin

Favorite Foods: Beef Stew

Favorite Foods: Tomato Juice

Hobbies: Weapon Collecting, Chess

Hobbies: Driving
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AYANE

A Kunoichi’s Impulse

Ayane is the kunoichi prodigy of
Hajin Mon, the dark side of the
Mugen Tenshin clan. Although she is
a half-sister to Kasumi and Hayate,
she is doomed to the shadows
because of her cursed birth. While
she has an intense hatred towards
Kasumi, who was brought up in
a privileged environment unlike
herself, she also feels strongly
drawn toward Hayate. She has
pledged her entire existence to the
task of assisting Hayate in his plan
to destroy DOATEC.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Mugen Tenshin Clan Ninjutsu Hajin
Mon Sect
Nationality: Japanese
Gender: Female
Birthday: August 5th
Age: N/A
Blood Type: AB
Height/Weight: 157cm • 47kg • 5’2” • 104 lbs
Body Size: B93 W54 H84cm • B37” W21” H33”
Occupation: Kunoichi (Female Ninja)

HAYATE

The Wind of the Heavens

Hayate is a young Ninja in charge
of a powerful group of warriors in
his role as the leader of the Mugen
Tenshin clan. He cannot allow
himself to look away any longer
as DOATEC continues its orgy of
indiscriminate violence. With the
red-hot forge of fury burning within
him, Hayate gives an order to his
brethren:

PROFILE

“DOATEC must fall! Let us eradicate
them with the cleansing ﬂames of
justice!”

Height/Weight: 180cm • 75kg • 5’11” • 165 lbs

Fighting Style: Mugen Tenshin Clan Ninjutsu
Tenjin Mon Sect
Nationality: Japanese
Gender: Male
Birthday: July 3rd
Age: 23
Blood Type: A
Body Size: B109 W83 H98cm • B43” W33” H39”
Occupation: Ninja

Favorite Foods: Marrons Glacés

Favorite Foods: Sushi, Sukiyaki

Hobbies: Beauty Treatments

Hobbies: Quickdraw of the Sword, Zen Meditation
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HELENA

Inherited Destiny

The daughter of Fame Douglas, the
founder of DOATEC, Helena has
sworn revenge after losing both
her father and her beloved mother,
Maria, to a whirlwind of conspiracy.
Now, she has chosen to throw
herself into the storm by assuming
the mantle of the president of
DOATEC. Where does she intend
to lead this giant organization, the
source of all of her misfortune? No
matter which path she chooses,
she will not ﬁnd happiness at its
end...

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Pi Qua Quan
Nationality: French
Gender: Female
Birthday: January 30th
Age: 21
Blood Type: AB
Height/Weight: 170cm • 49kg • 5’7” • 108 lbs
Body Size: B90 W56 H86cm • B35” W22” H34”

ALPHA-152

The Devil of Misguided Science

Alpha-152 is the ﬁnal stage of the
Alpha series of human weapons, a
group of hyperclones created from
Kasumi’s DNA by the evil genius
Donovan. Having just been born,
Alpha-152 is immaculate; she is a
blank slate, and precisely because
of that the combat instincts that
have been imprinted on her psyche
are able to be activated mercilessly
without exception.

PROFILE
Fighting Style: Unknown
Nationality: Unknown
Gender: Unknown
Birthday: Unknown
Age: Unknown
Blood Type: Unknown
Height/Weight: Unknown
Body Size: Unknown

Occupation: Opera Singer

Occupation: Unknown

Favorite Foods: Blanc Manger

Favorite Foods: Unknown

Hobbies: Walking her beloved pet dog

Hobbies: Unknown
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Credits
“Eat The Rich”
Written by Tyler/Perry/Vallance
Performed by Aerosmith
Courtesy of Geffen Records under license from Universal Music Enterprises
Published by Almo Music Corp. and Testatyme Music (ASCAP) and EMI April
Music Inc. (ASCAP) o/b/o itself and Swag Song Music
“It’s Amazing”
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Written by Tyler/Supa
Performed by Aerosmith
Courtesy of Geffen Records under license from Universal Music Enterprises
Published by EMI April Music Inc. (ASCAP) o/b/o itself and Swag Song Music and
Colgems-EMI Music Inc. (ASCAP) o/b/o itself and Super Supa Songs
All Rights Reserved. Used By Permission. International Copyright Secured.
Music Consultant: Sessing Music Services
Slugfest Credits:
The Bungie Studios Team
Spartan-458: Lyssa Browne
Halo Theme MJOLNIR Mix
Composed by Martin O’Donnell and Michael Salvatori
Orchestrated and Conducted by Martin O’Donnell
Produced by Martin O’Donnell, Michael Salvatori and Nile Rodgers
Guitars Performed by Steve Vai
Steve Vai Appears Courtesy of Epic Records
Copyright 2004 Microsoft Music Publishing (ASCAP)
Bungie Special Thanks to: Tomonobu Itagaki, Team NINJA, Shin Hamanaka and
Oliver Miyashita.
Based on the Halo Universe created by Jason Jones.
Portions © &

P

2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
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90-DAY LIMITED WARRANTY:
Tecmo, Inc. (“Tecmo”) warrants to the original consumer that this Tecmo Game Disc shall
be free from defect in material and workmanship for a period of 90 days from date of
purchase. If a defect covered by this warranty occurs during this 90-day warranty period,
Tecmo will repair or replace the disc, at its option, free of charge.
To receive this warranty service:
1. DO NOT return your defective disc to the retailer.
2. Notify Tecmo of the problem requiring warranty service by calling
(310)944-5005. Our ofﬁce is in operation from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Paciﬁc Time, Monday through Friday.
3. If the Tecmo service technician is unable to solve the problem by phone,
he will provide you with a Return Authorization number. Simply record this
number on the outside packaging of your defective disc, and return your
disc freight prepaid, at your risk of damage or loss, together with your
sales slip or similar proof-of-purchase within this 90-day warranty period to:
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Tecmo, Inc.
PMB#5553 21213-B Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90503
This warranty shall not apply if the disc has been damaged by negligence, accident,
unreasonable use, modiﬁcation, tampering, or by other causes unrelated to defective
materials or workmanship. Tecmo is not responsible for lost or misdirected packages.
REPAIRS AFTER EXPIRATION OF WARRANTY:
If the disc develops problems after this 90-day warranty period, you may contact the
Tecmo Consumer Division at the phone number noted above. If the Tecmo Service
technician is unable to solve the problem by phone, he may provide you with a return
Authorization number. You may then record this number on the outside packaging of the
defective disc and return the defective disc freight prepaid to Tecmo, enclosing a check
or money order for $10.00 payable to Tecmo, Inc. Tecmo will, at its option, subject to the
conditions above, repair the disc or replace it with a new or require disc. If replacement
discs are not available, the defective disc will be returned and the $10.00 payment
refunded.
WARRANTY LIMITATION:
ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY
LIMITED TO NINETY DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE AND ARE SUBJECT
TO THE CONDITIONS SET FORTH HEREIN. IN NO EVENTS SHALL TECMO BE
LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE
BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. The provision of this warranty
are valid in the United States only. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an
implied warranty lasts or exclusion of consequential or incidental damages, so the above
limitations and exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you speciﬁc legal
rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT: (310)944-5005
Our ofﬁce is in operation from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Paciﬁc Time, Monday through Friday.

Microsoft, Xbox, Xbox 360, Xbox Live, the Xbox logos, and the Xbox Live logo are either
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or in other
countries.

